90410/90414
LED HIGH BAY
INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM# DESCRIPTION

VOLTS

HOURS

CASE

90410 LED 60W HIGH BAY HOUSING/41K/100-277V/DIMMABLE - SUPERIOR LIFE®

WATTS COLOR LUMENS
60

4100K

6050

100-277

50,000

1

90414 LED 100W HIGH BAY HOUSING/41K/100-277V/DIMMABLE - SUPERIOR LIFE®

100

4100K

10200

100-277

50,000

1

WARNING
The units should not be used in areas with limited ventilation or high-ambient temperatures.

Ensure power is off before starting installation, wiring or attempting any maintenance should be performed by a person familiar with the
construction and operation of the product and hazards involved to ensure personal safety.
All work should be performed by a qualified electrician.

The mounting wall should be of sufficient strength; its endurance force must be greater than the fixture’s weight.
Fixture should not be recessed. Fixture must be positioned with lamp in horizontal position.

INSTALLATION
!

WARNINGS

!

DISCONNECT POWER BEFORE
INSTALLING OR SERVICING

1: Secure the unit to the mounting surface, install the mounting ring that on the luminarie on the hook that had been secured on
the ceiling or use the steel wire to install luminaire on the hook or ring that existed on the ceiling. The hook and ring are not with the
luminaire, the user should buy the appropriate hook or ring. (see Fig. ’A” below);

Fig. A

Fig. B

2: Make wire connections, connect the power supply that in the oulet box to the black wire to ( L ), White to ( N ), Green to ( Earth)
(see Fig. “B”)

MAINTENANCE:
The unit is designed for years with minimum care. When cleaning the fixture, make sure you have the power turned off and do not
spray liquid cleaner directly onto the LED, socket, or wiring.
When the light does not work, make sure the power if off before inspection and it should be done by a qualified electrician.

